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Abstract: The price of a new car is being set by the manufacture by having a significant profit 

value with inclusive to government forms and taxes. Sometime, customers start thinking on value 

for price on the money while the even buy a car, especially the middle/economic class or some of 

the travel agents and assistance for which this detailed analysis would be very much helpful. This 

also covers the accuracy and precisions into prediction of used cars into great extent which can 

help the travel industry audiences. This also explains the comparisons between linear regression, 

lasso regression and logistic regression results on same data sets and their respective accuracies 

and precisions. Post these comparisons among all these techniques, we also detailed about heat 

map i.e. relative study of dependent and independent variables in same topic, classifications using 

Random Forest and  

This comparison studies would help to get a better precision and accuracy with a predicted value 

rather than a range of values with a continuous output value. This also covers the details about the 

various outliers for the prediction methodologies being used. 

General Terms: Data Mining, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence  

Keywords— Used Car Prediction, Lasso Regression, Logistic Regression, Random Forest 

Classifier, Heat Map. Supervised Learning. 

1. Introduction: 

Predicting price of a car when it is not coming directly from a factory is really a challenging and 

critical task, with demand of used cars resale and buying is quiet increasing now-a-days and recent 

era the fuel price challenges are significantly increasing which becomes more challenging for the 

used car seller. People and organization prefer to have a legal between seller and buyer with a 
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business part on the estimated price, thus finding a fair estimation is important and crucial step for 

buyers and predicting them with highest accuracy is really a great. Predicting the actual price of a 

car with a greater extent of precision would help really the buyers, so we had used the various 

supervised learning algorithms such as  

1- Liner Regression Model 

2- Lasso Regression Model 

3- Stats Regression Model 

4- Random Forest ML Classification Techniques  

5- Heat Map correlation and Further scope  

1. Linear Regression: 

Linear Regression is most used Machine Learning supervised algorithm which works on 

train to predict a well established output that is dependent on the input data. These 

algorithms generally trains the set and results the output. Regression Analysis is about a 

predictive modeling methodology that has a objective to investigate the relation ship 

between various input data. For simple regression problem ( a single x and single y) the 

format model follows as  

 

 

              When we move on higher model and discuss on complexity of the model that varies as 

per B0 and B1 Values. 

Example :  Weight =B0 +B1 * height 

 

Using the coefficient values will help you predicting the Weight values as per the height 

which falls into Linear Regression model. 

 

2. Lasso Regression Model 

Regularization is very effective model of Linear Regression adding with penalty term when 

the test and trained data is varying significantly. Usually, we reduce the magnitude of the 

coefficients for different ML techniques. Lasso Regression is being used for accurate 

prediction. This model uses shrinkage. Shrinkage is where data values are shrunk towards 

a central point as the mean. The lasso procedure encourages simple, sparse models (i.e. 

models with fewer parameters). This regression is well-suited for models showing high 

levels of multicollinearity or when you want to automate certain parts of model selection, 

like variable selection/parameter elimination. 

 

Mathematical Equation: 

   Y = B0 + B1* X 
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Residual Sum Squares + λ * (Sum of Absolute Value of the magnitude coefficient) 

 

 

 

 

              Where λ denotes the amount of shrinkage  

                 λ = 0 Refers to all features considered and equivalent to linear regression and sum of 

squares to be considered 

                λ = ∞ Refers no features considered, closes to infinity reduce features 

               Variance to be increased or decreased by λ value. 

3. Statistics Regression Model 

 

This model used for statistical methodology to explore the data with a descriptive statistical 

analysis, This used with scikit-learn but may not be hard core statistics in python , This 

uses the simple methodologies (fit->transform-> Predict) 

 

4. Random Forest ML Classification Techniques  

 A random forest is a supervised machine learning algorithm that is constructed from 

decision tree algorithms. This is a classification of regression trees. This algorithm works 

on possible illustrated graphs and decision trees where set of trees would move to the actual 

predicted output closer. Decision trees are in parallel and used with bagging techniques. 

This works efficiently as classification algorithms with large data set with better accuracy 

but where as it is slow in training and may create a biased values on categorized variables. 

Maximum depth of trees determines the overfitting. 

5. Heat Map: 

Heatmap is a way to show some sort of matrix plot. To use a heatmap the data should be 

in a matrix form. By matrix we mean that the index name and the column name must match 

in some way so that the data that we fill inside the cells are relevant. 

 

1.1.Literature Survey  

The price of a pre-owned car depends on various factors including model year, mileage, condition, 

equipment, etc. Since the price depends on so many factors, it is difficult to estimate it directly 

using rule-based algorithms. A more feasible strategy is to use inductive based learning to learn 

the price from the dataset. Hence, a machine learning approach is very suitable for this application. 

References to authors of “Application of ML techniques to predict the price of Pre-owned cars in 
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Bangladesh” have been performed with only restricted fields analysis and this is only restricted 

into Bangladesh.The second paper explains about Support Vector machine through the accurate 

price and the third paper is based on big data analysis and ANN neural networks which largely 

varies for vehicles The fourth and further papers are only explains the results Linear Regression, 

Ridge Regression , Lasso Regression and this paper aims also includes comparative study of 

Random Forest including with all other mentioned machine learning techniques. 

1.2.Hardware /Software Requirements  

Hardware requirements Operating system- Windows 7,8,10 Processor- dual core 2.4 GHz (i5 or 

i7 series Intel processor or equivalent AMD) RAM-4GB  

Software Requirements : Python Pycharm PIP 2.7 Jupyter Notebook Chrome 

2. Methodologies  

2.1.Background 

We started collecting the regular data by Kaggle and data crawled to prepare the data set for 

training which took almost one month and prior to this literature survey took 2-3 weeks and a team 

of 4 people have been contributed as follows. 

Mr Anant & Alok has contributed with Linear and Lasso regression techniques which consumed 

one additional month where the results were not much satisfied hence we got into a decision with 

all other co-authors where Mrs Shayamali & Priyadarshini has been contributed to Random forest 

post heat map derived which has better results than linear regression results. 

 

2.2.Step Wise Process for Purposed Model 

Figure :1 
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2.3.Collected Data Sample 

The data have been collected over 20K Indian data samples where we have collected with various 

open source types and classified as below variables 

Table-1 

Sl No Variable Name Description 

1 Car Name Name of the Car 

Start 

Collect Data 

Pre-Processing Collected Data- Data Cleaning, Transforming   

Basic Analysis of the Data Attributes  

Linear Regression Tech Lasso Regression Tech Statistical Model  Random Forest   

Results  Results  Results  Results  

Comparison between Results with only Accuracy  

Heat Map for corelation  

Stop 

Data Ready to be 

applied ML Tech 

Conclusions, Summary  
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2 Fuel type Type of the Fuel being Used 

3 aspiration Std /Turbo - IC aspiration 

4 Door number Number of doors 

5 Car body Body of Car 

6 Drive wheel Wheel details 

7 Engine location Location of Engines 

8 wheelbase Base of Wheel 

9 Car length Length of Car 

10 Car width Width of Car 

11 Car height Height of Car 

12 Curb weight Weight of Cube 

13 Engine type Type of Engine 

14 Cylinder number Cylinder No 

15 Engine size Size of Engine 

16 Fuel system Fuel System details 

17 Bore ratio Bore Ratio for the care 

18 stroke Stroke Ratio of Car 

19 Compression ratio Compression Ratio 

20 horsepower Horse Power 

21 Peak rpm Peak RPM 

22 City mpg Lowest MPG Rating for Car 

23 Highway mpg Average MPG Rating of Car 

24 price Price of Car 

 

2.4.Basic Data Analysis & Visuals 

Fuel Type Vs Car count  and Body Type Vs Car Count  can be  presented  as below  with actual 

data. 

Figure -2 
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This has been performed to understand very basic feasibility on the relation towards targeted 

price vs Fuel Type and Body Type  and then we decided to follow heat map to find the better 

relation ship between target (Price) and dependent variables (all other) 

2.5.Heat Map  

This is a matrix or graphical way of presentations where the data can be utilized color-coded 

systems, The primary purpose of heat map to locate and assist the data sets to viewers. This 

corelates between the target and dependent variables. As per below heat map Target Variable 

(Price) is negatively correlated with “city mpg” ,” highway mpg” and positively corelated with 

“Wheel base” and “Car Width “ ,”Car Length” , and e.t.c. 
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3. Outputs with Accuracy Results  

3.1.Linear Regression: 

Applied Linear Regression Algorithms with Training Data Set and Testing data set results as 

followed:  Linear Regression is a type of supervised machine learning algorithm which is used to 

predict the value of a dependent variable based on the value of another independent variable. Here 

the model finds the best fit linear line between the independent and dependent variable. 

1. Data Sourcing, Data Understanding 

2. Data cleaning, Manipulation, Visualization and Detecting Outliers 

3. Perform EDA on Prepared Dataset (Univariate and Bivariate Analysis) 

4. Model Preparation 

5. Training and Testing set Data Split 

6. Model Building 

7. Residual Analysis of the Train Data 

8. Making Predictions 

9. Model Evaluation 

10. Final Interface 
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3.2.Lasso Regression - Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator 

This is L1 regularization method 

 

d1, d2, d3, etc., represents the distance between the actual data points and the model line in the 

above graph.  

Least-squares is the sum of squares of the distance between the points from the plotted curve.  

In linear regression, the best model is chosen in a way to minimize the least-squares. 

While performing lasso regression, we add a penalizing factor to the least-squares. That is, the 

model is chosen in a way to reduce the below loss function to a minimal value. 

https://dataaspirant.com/five-most-popular-similarity-measures-implementation-in-python/
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D = least-squares + lambda * summation (absolute values of the magnitude of the 

coefficients) 

Lasso regression penalty consists of all the estimated parameters. Lambda can be any value 

between zero to infinity. This value decides how aggressive regularization is performed. It is 

usually chosen using cross-validation.  

Lasso penalizes the sum of absolute values of coefficients. As the lambda value increases, 

coefficients decrease and eventually become zero. This way, lasso regression eliminates 

insignificant variables from our model. Our regularized model may have a slightly high bias than 

linear regression but less variance for future predictions. 

 

3.3.Statistical  Model 

ML includes random forests, recursive partitioning (CART), bagging, boosting, support vector 

machines, neural networks, and deep learning .This consists multiple iterations to get the better 

accuracy by removing one by one attributes that are not needed. Statistical modeling is the process 

of applying statistical analysis to a dataset. A statistical model is a mathematical representation (or 

mathematical model) of observed data. 

 

Dep. Variable: price R-squared: 0.885 

Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.873 

Method: Least Squares F-statistic: 70.73 

Date: Sat, 07 May 2022 
Prob (F-

statistic): 

8.22E-

68 

Time: 15:39:26 Log-Likelihood: -1717.8 
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No. 

Observations: 
184 AIC: 3474 

Df Residuals: 165 BIC: 3535 

Df Model: 18   

Covariance 

Type: 
nrobust   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next “Car Body” Next “Compression Ratio” Next “Highwaympg” 

Next “Citympg” Next “Horse Power” Next “Fuel System” 

Next “Bore Ratio” 

Next Attribute to be removed as” door number” 

Next “Stroke” Next “Wheel base ” 
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3.4.Random Forest Implementations  

It is an ensemble method which is better than a single decision tree because it reduces the over-

fitting by averaging the result. We can understand the working of Random Forest algorithm with 

the help of following steps 

We can understand the working of Random Forest algorithm with the help of following steps − 

• Step 1 − First, start with the selection of random samples from a given dataset. 

• Step 2 − Next, this algorithm will construct a decision tree for every sample. Then it will 

get the prediction result from every decision tree. 

• Step 3 − In this step, voting will be performed for every predicted result. 

• Step 4 − At last, select the most voted prediction result as the final prediction result. 
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Benefits: 

• Overcomes the problem of overfitting of combining decision trees. 

• Works for large set of data 

• This has less variance to single decision tree 

• Proves high accuracy  

 

Implementing  Random forest on last Statistics modeling resulted as  

R score error: 0.9143581729539816 Accuracy: 91.435% 

 

 

 

 

3.5.Comparison between all Results  

This comparative study evidence that application of “Random Forest with Statistical Modeling 

proved the better accuracy on old car price prediction over other supervised machine learning 

techniques. 

4. Conclusion 

The detailed study of the Machine Learning Techniques used with prediction of used Car Prices 

through various Supervised Learning approaches as Linear , Lasso, Statistical and Random forest 

model applied with Training and test set of data and Random forest over multiple iteration 

produced a great accuracy approx. 91.5% and it also leaves the further research methodologies to 

be applied as deep learning systems like ANN , B-Networks methodologies. This analysis 

definitely help the researcher and users widely on determination of prices for old cars in India.  

 

Accuracy by Implementation of Random Forest 91. 435 %  
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The current analysis has been done with open source data base but if could be improvised by 

association of “ True Value” or similar industry player who can provide the recent actual data set 

to be trained and tested then that could result better class definition with greater accuracy. 
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